Materials

**Books:**
The Underwater Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta and Edgar Stewart
I Spy Under The Sea by Edward Gibbs
Baby Dolphin’s First Day by Connie and Peter Roop
Ocean Divers by Anita Ganeri
Over In The Ocean by Mariane Berkes
Turtle, Turtle Watch Out by April Pulley Sayre
Healthy Beginnings

**CD:** Read It! Sing It! Under the Sea

**Toys:**
Piranha, Sea Sponge, Stingray Jaw, Sea Star
(in container), Shark Tooth, 5 Photo Cards, and Magnifier in mesh bag
10 Ocean Animals and 10 Photo Cards in drawstring bag
Swim Goggles

**Binder with Activities**

**Recommended for ages 3-5**

*A good scientist always leaves equipment and tools clean for the next person!*